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Cotroller General 4
of th United Std atu

Decision

Matter of: Diverco, Inc.--Claim for Costs

File: B-240639.5

Date: May 21, 1992

Charles E. Raley, Esq., and Michael R. Hatchere Esq., Israel
and Raley, for the protester.
Michele A. Smith, Esq., Defense Logistics Agency, for the
agency.
Guy R. Pietrovito, Esq., and James A. Spangenberg, Esq.,
Office of the General Counsel, GAO, participated in the
preparacion of the decision.

DIGEST

1. A protester may not recover profit on its owin employees'
time in preparing its proposal as awarded costs of proposal
preparation.

2. Costs incurred in filing and pursuing agency-level
protests may not be reimbursed to the protester as protest
costs in pursuit of protests filed with the General
Accounting Office.

3. Cost of reviewing Freedom of Information Act response,
after denial of an agency-level protest and in preparation
of protests to the General Accounting Office (GAO), are
allowable costs of pursuing GAO protests.

4. Costs incurred in seeking congressional assistance
regarding grievances the protester may have with an agency's
conduct during a procurement or a protest may not be reim-
bursed as protest costs under the Competition in Contracting
Act of 1984.

5. Costs incurred in seeking injunctive relief in federal
court from an agency's determination under the Competition
in Contracting Act of 1984 (CICA) not to suspend performance
of awarded contracts are not reimbursable under CICA as
costs of pursuing a protest at the General Accounting
Office.

6. Legal expenses claimed as costs of filing and pursuing a
protest may only be recovered to the extent that they are
adequately documented and show not only that they were
incurred, but the purposes for which the costs were incurred
and how they relate to thle protest.



DCISIO

Diverco, Inc. requests that our Office determine the amount
it is entitled to recover from the Defense Logistics Agency
(DLA) for its costs of proposal preparation under requests
for proposals (RFP) Nos, DLA700-90-R-0437 (-0437) and
DLA700-90-R-0211 (-0211) and for its costs of filing and
pursuing its protests in Diverco, Inc.j Metalcistello
s.r.l.# 70 Comp, Gen, 146 (1990), 90-2 CPD 1 512,

Diverco originally protested to DLA that awards to Metal-
castello under RFP Nos, -0437 and -0211O were improper
because the awardee had not proposed dollestically manu-
factured metal forgings as required by the solicitations.
DLA denied Diverco's agency-level prote..ts1 and Diverco
timely protested the awards to our Office.' Since DLA had
authorized performance of the MetalcastellQ contract under
RFP No. -0437, based on a determination that "urgent and
compelling circumstances" would not permit awaiting our
decision on Diverco's protest of this award, Diverco filed
an action in the United States District Court for the
District of Columbia, seeking temrorary and preliminary
injunctive relief against the agency's authorization of
performance on that contract. The court denied the request
for injunctive relief.

We sustained Diverco's protests that the awards to
Metalcastello were improper because the RFPs required
domestically manufactured metal forgings and the awardee's
proposals indicated that the forgings would be done in a
foreign country. Inasmuch as termination of Metalcastello's
contracts, awarded under these RFPs, was not practicable,2
we awarded Diverco its costs of proposal preparation and of
filing and pursuing its protests, including ceasonable
attorneys' fees.

Diverco, as directed by our decision, submitted its claim
for costs to the agency. The parties were unable to reach
an agreement concerning the amount Diverco is entitled to be
reimbursed for its costs, and Diverco has requested that we
determine the amount of its entitlement pursuant to our Bid
Protest Regulations, 4 C.F.R. § 21.6(f)(2) (1992).

_ -, .-

1Diverco filed its agency-level protests pro §e, and
retained legal counsel to file the protests at the General
Accounting Office (GAO) after the denial of its agency-level
protests

2The supplies sought by the RFPs were necessary to meet
mission essential requirements for Desert Shield and Desert
Storm.
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The parties have submitted to us documentation arid argu-
ments concerning the amount to which Piverco is entitled.)
Diverco has submitted an itemized accounting of its claimed
costs, listing for each attorney and employee the services
performed, the dates of performance, and the claimed hourly
rate, and a listing of claimed legal and company expenses
(iae , postage, copying, telephone, and Westlaw research
expenses), Diverco has also provided monthly billing sheets
for each of its lawyers, which further itemizes the
services, hours and expenses incurred,

The protester requests reimbursement of $43,169.79,
consisting of $1,078 in proposal preparation costs, and
of $42,091.79 in protest costs, We determine, as discussed
below, that Diverco is entitled to recover $19,315.10.

PROPOSAL PREPARATION COSTS

Diverco requests reimbursement of $1,078 for its costs of
proposal preparation. This consists of 9 hours for
Diverco's president at $100 per hour, 10 hours for the
firm's government contract, administrator at $17.30 per hour,
and $5 for its expenses of mailing, copying and telephone.
DLA only challenges the hourly rate claimed for Diverco's
contract administrator, arguing that $1.57 of the admini-
strator's hourly rate represents profit, which the protester
may not recover for its costs '

A protester may not recover profit on its own employees
time in filing and pursuing its protest or preparing its
proposal. WS. Spotswood & Sons Inc.--Claitm for Costs,
69 Comp. Gen. 622 (1990), 90-2 CPD ¶ 50. The award of costs
is intended to relieve protesters, with valid claims, of the
burden of vindicating the public interest which Congress
seeks to promote; it is not intended as a reward to
prevailing protesters or as a penalty imposed upon the
government. Id. Accordingly, we disallow that portion of
the contract administrator's hourly rate that represents
profit.

~~~~~~~~ --

'Initially, DLA argued that we should deny Diverco's claim
in its entirety because Diverco did not certify its claim to
the agency. We disagree since Diverco has now certified its
claimed proposal preparation and protest costs, including
attorneys' fees and expenses, see Princeton Gamma-Tech.
Inc.--Claim for Costs, 68 Comp. Gen. 400 (1989), 89-1 CPD
¶ 401, and DLA fully considered Diverco's claim, apart from
the question of Diverco's certification of its claim.

4 DLA does not challenge any other aspects of Diverco's
claimed proposal preparation costs.
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ThustBwwe'find that Diverco is entitled to recover $1,062.30

*for 1 tcosts of proposal preparation. We calculate this

amount by allowing Diverco the claimed costs for the time of

its president ($900), the claimed company expenses ($5), and
the claimed time of its contract administrator, less the

portion of the claimed hourly rate that represented profit
($157.30).

PROTEST COSTS

Diverco requests reimbursement of $42,091.79 for its costs
of filing and pursuing the protests9 This amount consists
of $37,152.50 for attorneys' fees, $2,838.71 for legal
expenses, and $2,100.58 for the protester's employees' time

and company expenses.

DLA does not challenge the attorneys' claimed hourly rates

or that the expenses and hours claimed for the attorneys and

employees were not incurred, The agency, however, does
obje6t to some of the claimed costs, arguing that they were

not incurred in pursuit of tha protest at GAO, but relate to

Diverco's agency-level protests, communications with a

United States Senator, and the suit for injunctive relief in

the United States District Court. The agency also contends
that some of Diverco's claimed legal expenses are not
adequately documented,

Agency-Level Protest Costs

DLA objects to the reimbursement of Diverco's claimed costs

for its employees' time and expenses that were incurred in

filing and pursuing the agency-level protests. Diverco
argues that the agency-level protests were necessary and
reasonable fact-finding efforts that were required to
support its later GAO protests. In this regard, Diverco
argues that its protests costs should not be disallowed
simply because they were incurred prior to the date it filed

its GAO protests.

It is true that a protester's recovery of its reasonable
costs associated with the filing and pursuit of the protest
at GAO are not disallowed simply because those costs were

incurred prior 'co the date a protest was filed. See, e.it,

Genasvs Coro., GSBCA No. 8841-C, Mar, 27, 1987, 87-2 BCA

¶ 19,726, 1967 BPD ¶ 46 (pre-filing attorneys' fees incurred
attending a debriefing and conferring with client are l!

recovost'able). Here, however, Diverco's claimed costs rj late

not to'tts GAO protests, but to its pursuit of its agency-
level protests. The Competition in Contracting Act of 1984

(CICA) limits our bid protest jurisdiction, as well as our

corresponding authority to award costs, to protests filed
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with our OffM e,5 31 U1SC,9 § 3554(c) (1), Thus, we have
not- allQwed titmbursement of costs incurred in connection
with agency-level protests or in attempting to persuade the
agency to take\corrective action, and have only allowed
costs associated with the pursuit of protests before GAO,
.See Techniarts Enqtq--Claim for Costs, 69 Comp, Gen, 679
(1990), 90-2 CPD ¶ 152; Princeton-Gamma Tech, Inc,--Claim
for Costs, sunra; see also R.J. Sanders, Inc,--Claim for
Costs, B-245388.2, Apr, 14, 1992, 92-1 CPD ¶

Accordingly, we disallow $221.25 of Diverco's claimed costs
for employees' time and expenses that relate to the filing
and pursuit of the agency-level protests,

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Costs

DLA argues that 5 hours of Diverco's president's time, which
was incurred reviewing information Diverco received in
response to a FOIA request and communicating this informa-
tion to Diverco's attorneys, relate to Diverco's agency-
level protests and are not reimbursable, We disagree,

These hours were incurred after the denial of its agency-
level protests and resulted in the provision of information
that was integral to Diverco's protest to our Office. Since
the agency-level protests had already been denied, we
consider such pre-filing costs to be fully in pursuit of the
protest to GAO, See Genasys Corp,, supra; sf! Bush
Painting, Inc,--Claim for Costs, B-239904,Z1 Aug. 16, 1991,
91-2 CPD 9 159 (costs incurred in filing FOIA request 1 day
prior to filing GAO protest are not reimbursable where the
information requested was not necessary to pursue the
protest)'. Accordingly, we find that Diverco is entitled to
reimbursement of $500 for the time it incurred reviewing the
FOIA information,

Congressional Assistance Costs

DLA objects to the reimbursement of Diverco's attorneys'
fees that were incurred in connection with seeking the
assistance of a United States, Senator, Diverco argues that
these costs are reasonably related to the pursuit of its GAO
protests because the Senator's assistance was sought in
support of the protests and the "inquiries by (the) Senator
a . . actually resulted in the agency's recognition of
wrongdoing and accurate information ultimately being
provided to GAO."

SAgency-level protests are a parallel bid protest mechanism,
independent of GAO, 31 U.SC. § 3556 (1988).
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Our statutory bid protest authority encompasses an
interested party's written object.ions to a federal agency's
solicitation and proposed or actual contract award,
31 U,S.C, q§ 3551(1), 3552, Our Bid Protest Regulations set
forth the detailed procedures to be followed when a protest
is filed and establish certain procedural tools that are
available to a protester, See 4 C,F.R, part 21, While a
protester is free to petition a member of Congress regarding
grievances the protester may have with an agency's conduct
during a procurement or a protest, we do not consider such
actions to be a part of the protestN`prOcess established by
CICA and provided for by our regulations, We therefore have
declined to allow costs associated with seeking
Congressional assistance. See Hvdro Research Science; Inc,-
-Claim for Costs, 68 Comp, Gen, 506 (1989), 89-1 CPD ¶ 572;
Ultraviolet Purification Sys.. Inc.--Claim for Bid Protest
Costs, B-226941.3, Apr. 13, 1989, 89-1 CPD 1 376,

Accordingly, we find that' Diverco is not entitled to be
reimbursed for its attorneys' fees associated with seeking
the assistance of the Senator, From our review of the
attorneys' monthly billing statements, we calculate that
12,75 hours of attorneys' ttme was incurred seeking congres-
sional assistance, and we disallow $3,063.75 of attorneys'
fees associated with seeking this assistance.6

Federal Injunction Case Costs

DLA also objects to the reimbursement of Diverco's attor-
neys' fees and employee's time that were incurred in
unsuccessfully filing and pursuing injunctive relief in the
United States District Court, DLA contends that our award
of protest costs includes only those costs directly
associated with the protester's actions before the GAO.
Diverco argues that the costs incurred in seeking injunctive
relief was in furtherance of our consideration of its
protests since Diverco sought only the court's review of
DLA's determination not to stay contract performance in
accordance with the CICA suspension provisions pending our
decision in the protests.

6Diverco argues that some of the attorney fees were for the
preparation of a "fact sheet" for presentation to the
Senator and that this document was in fact a draft of the
comments the protester filed on the agency's report. From
our review of the relevant attorney's bill, we find that
Z hours were incurred on August 13 for the "fact sheet."
Since the agency's report was not filed until September 21,
the "fact sheet" could not have been a draft of the protes-
ter's comments that were filed on November 6, and, thus, we
have disallowed these hours.
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In our view, costs incurred in seeking relief from another
forum are not reimbursa44e 5s protest costs under CICA, As
noted above, CICA lmitn'our bid protest jurisdiction, as
well as our corresponding authority to award' costs, to
protests filed with our Office, 31 USCe § 3554(c) (1),
Here, Dive.co, in addition to pursuing its protest remedy in
our Offjce, sought collateral relief--an injunction--from a
different'forum, While we recognize that Diverco sought no
"substantive"'relief from the court and continued to pursue
its ultimate protest remedy from GAO, the costs of unsuccess-
fully pursuing injunctive relief in federal courts cannot
reasonably be considered costs of filing and pursuing a
protest before GAO as contemplated by CICA. In this regard,
we ascertain no meaningful difference between Diverco's
court suit and its agency-level protest,

Accordingly, we find that Diverco is not entitled to be
reimbursed for the time of its employees and for its
attorneys' fees associated with seeking injunctive relief
from the court, From our review of the record, we calculate
that 3 hours of employee's time and 148.5 hours of
attorneys' time were incurreri seeking injunctive relief,
Thus, we disallow $300 Li emliloyee's costs and $18,967.75 in
attorneys' fees associated with seeking the injunctive
relief with the court,

Legal Expenses

DtA argues that only $610.74 (for Westlaw research charges)
of the $2,838.71 cought by Diverc.' for its legal expenses is
reimbursable because Diverco has failed to document the
remaining expenses, such as telephone calls, postage,
copying~ filing expenses, Federal Express, and couriers.;
Diverco contends that all of its claimed legal expenses are
adequately documented in its itemized account of' costs and
monthly'attorneys' bills, Claims for the reimbursement of
expenses must identify the amounts claimed for each indi-
vidual expense, the purpose for which that expense was
incurred, and how the expense relates to the protest. Data
Based Decisions1 Inc,--Claim for Costs, 69 Comp. Gen. 122
(1989), 89-2 CPD ¶ 538,

Diverco's claim, as first submitted, lumped together all the
claimed legal expenses on a monthly ba'sis, with no further
breakdown as to individual amounts claimed for each expense
or how they relate to the protest. When further documen-
tation was requested, Diverco's itemized account merely
provided a total monthly figure identifying amounts claimed
for each expense category, These itemized accounts
apparently include expenses that relate to other legal work
done for Diverco, since the total amount of legal expenses
contained on these bills is much greater than the amount of
legal expenses that Diverco saeks to recover as part of its
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protestQooiks, with'the exception of thik Westlaw and copying
costs for which the protester has provided further evidence
(e.q, the Westlaw bill)v Diverco has provided no further
explanation or documentation of its billing for the other
claimed costs, despite ILA's challenge Qf the documentation
and our request that Diverco provide sufficient documenta-
tion to support its claim, See Data Based Decisions, Inc.--
r41im for Costs, suPra, Although we recognize that the
reqXrement for documentation may sometimes entail certain
practicaal difficulties, the burden is on the protester to
subrtW. sufficient evidence to support its claim, and that
brK'.GY'is not met by unsupported statements that the costs
ha¼ been incurred, Hydro Research Science, Inc.--Claim for
Cvjts, supra,

We find that Diverco has adequately documented and is
entitled to recover $1,552.54 of its legal expenses,
consisting of $610.74 for Westlaw research charges, which
DLA accepted, and $941.80 for copying costs,' We do not
find that the remaining legal expenses of $1,286.17 have
been adequately documented.

CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing, we find that Diverco is entitled
to recover total costs of $19,315.10 consisting of $1,062.30
for proposal preparation costs and $18,252.87 ($15,121.00
for attorneys' fees, $1,552.54 for legal expenses, and
$1,579.33 for the protester's employees' time and company
expense) for protest costs.

Comptroller eneral
of the United States

'Given the complexity and volume of the record in these
protests, we accept the certified representation of
Diverco's counsel that 4,709 copies were made in pursuing
the protests. Also, the $.20 per page copy charge appears
reasonable, and the agency does not contend otherwise.
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